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I. Introduction
Airframe icing can have hazardous effects on the aircraft performance characteristics. Moreover, in case of icing

aircraft operational limitations must be adapted to stay inside a shrinked, safe flight envelope. Dynamic behavior

changes and a possible premature stall increase the need for pilot situational awareness and an adaptation of the aircraft

control strategy.

During the last decades, various accidents worldwide have shown the severity of icing-related degradations as well

as the pilots’ difficulties to cope with corresponding changes in airplane behavior [1–3]. During the flight in icing

conditions, ice can accumulate on airframe parts facing the inflow, e.g., wing or stabilizer leading edges, aircraft nose or

engine intakes. The main aerodynamic degradation is expected to be caused by wing ice accretions and manifests itself

in a reduced stall angle of attack and increased drag. The shape of those accumulations largely depends on atmospheric

conditions, aircraft flight condition and geometry, which leads to distinct aerodynamic effects. The general influence of

icing on the aircraft aerodynamics is outlined e.g., in [4]. Various studies on these effects for different airfoils and icing

cases (e.g., Refs. [4–9]) as well as for ice shapes on certain parts of the aircraft (e.g., Refs. [10–14]) have been conducted

in the past. To obtain a better understanding of these icing effects on aircraft characteristics, new aerodynamic models

for nonlinear aircraft simulations have been developed [15–17], which are based on a different approach than already

existing models (e.g., in Refs. [18–21]). In contrast to the existing models, the newly developed models include a

separation of different aircraft surfaces (e.g., left and right wing and horizontal tail) to account for local icing effects.

These formulations physically relate local lift and drag changes to altered aircraft dynamics.

This research mainly focuses on the changes of flight performance, aircraft dynamic response and handling qualities

under icing influence; especially the new results for aircraft not scientifically investigated for icing conditions are

complementary to already published research. With regard to small andmedium size transport aircraft during commercial

operations the icing related aerodynamic degradation could lead to e.g., a reduction of climb performance [2, 22–24].

Furthermore, the results of an analysis of altered aircraft dynamics and handling qualities under icing influence are

interesting for future pilot training. As a result of the general aircraft degradation an envelope shrinkage to maintain a

safe flight as proposed e.g., in Ref. [25], might be necessary. Moreover, the corresponding results could also be used to

assess the usability and reliability of existing ice detection methods. There are different model developments to evaluate
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icing-induced changes of the aircraft characteristics in dynamic flight (e.g., see Refs. [26–32] for further details on such

approaches) and icing-induced changes of the flight performance [33, 34].

The work presented herein is based on information about the aircraft characteristics under certain icing influences

from different sources. Several simulation models for two distinct fixed-wing aircraft and different icing conditions were

used for the analysis. System identification techniques allowed to identify high-quality simulation models from flight

test data of a Phenom300 prototype, which were available through a research cooperation on aircraft icing of Brazilian

aircraft manufacturer Embraer and DLR [35]. Moreover, results of CFD calculations for the former DLR research

aircraft VFW614 ATTAS under icing influence lead to further simulation models used for the following evaluation.

Even though both aircraft are designed for different purposes and during different decades, the comparison of these

aircraft could reveal general effects of icing on the one hand but might also show the differences caused by icing on

the other. To the knowledge of the author, no such evaluation or information has been published so far. Furthermore,

this work focuses on the effects of ice on aircraft performance and flight dynamics with verified aircraft behavior from

system identification and CFD, whereas existing work was related to e.g., icing on the aircraft tail [10, 11], had no direct

evaluation of the aircraft dynamics [18] or is based on generic models [21].

II. Modeling of Icing Effects in Aircraft Flight Simulation
Complex Δ-models were developed in [16, 17] to account for the icing-induced aerodynamic degradation and its

effects on the complete aircraft motion. They also allow to predict asymmetric icing effects due to local ice accretion.

Similar to the strip method for simulation of the aircraft reaction due to the impact of inhomogeneous flow fields [36],

the Δ-models were formulated to individually describe the degrading influence on the local wing aerodynamics. A

detailed description of the Δ-model formulation developed during the system identification based on specific and unique

flight data from the Embraer Phenom300 is given in [17]. The available flight test data to estimate parameters of the

Δ-model contain measurements of test flights with two different ice configurations: one configuration includes run-back

ice on the wing and the other a wing leading-edge ice shape. In both cases, additional ice shapes where present on

other aircraft parts [17]. After identification, the model allows the simulation of the aircraft aerodynamics and dynamic

motion. The corresponding simulated overall aircraft lift curves and drag polars for the base aircraft and each ice

case (run-back and leading-edge ice) are shown in Fig. 1. Note that information about the aircraft aerodynamics are

proprietary and the plots do not contain any numbers.

The information about the icing-induced degradation of the VFW614 ATTAS was available through CFD results

within the SuLaDI (Supercooled Large Droplet Icing) project. For a deeper insight into the CFD calculations made and

the complete Δ-model formulation used, the reader is referred to Ref. [16]. Figure 2 contains the lift and drag coefficient

curves of the base aircraft (previously identified from flight test data) and the degraded aircraft with the different ice

shapes on the wing’s and horizontal tail’s leading edges. Note that the prediction of the drag increase for small lift
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Fig. 1 Changes of lift and drag curves for different ice cases; aerodynamic model data (after identification) for
the Phenom300; from [17].

coefficients by CFD was much lower than expected. Furthermore, in contrast to the overall aerodynamic degradation

given in Fig. 1 for different, independent ice cases, the degradation manifests itself in a continuous manner increasing

from base aircraft over the 10minute ice shapes to the final 20minute ice shape characteristics in an expectable way

(given e.g., in [4]).
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Fig. 2 Changes of lift and drag curves for different ice cases; derived aerodynamic model data for the VFW614
ATTAS; from [16].

III. Ice-Induced Limitations of Aircraft Flight Performance
The main influence of icing on a fixed-wing aircraft is the limitation of its flight performance. It constrains the

possible aircraft operations e.g., the aircraft’s climb ability. For transport class airplanes the thrust-to-weight ratio

reveals these operational limits. Therefore the required thrust-to-weight ratio TWRreq for a steady horizontal flight is

analyzed and compared to the maximum available thrust-to-weight ratio TWRmax at the given flight point:

TWRreq =
�E,req

<AC · 6 , TWRmax =
�E,max

<AC · 6 , (1)
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where �E denotes the engine thrust, <AC the aircraft mass and 6 the gravitational acceleration. The difference between

the required and the maximum available thrust-to-weight ratio together with the true airspeed +TAS determines the

specific excess power SEP [37]

SEP =
(
TWRmax − TWRreq

) · +TAS , (2)

which is equivalent to the maximum available climb rate at a given speed and altitude.

DLR’s Matlab tool “MAPET” (Model based Aircraft Performance Evaluation Tool) [38] is used with both simulation

models and the different available ice configurations for flight performance analysis. An analysis was performed for

numerous altitudes up to 20,000 ft and different aircraft masses and gave well comparable results in all cases. For

example, the results presented herein are limited to one altitude (10,000 ft) and aircraft mass (Phenom300: 7,500 kg;

ATTAS: 19,500 kg). This altitude was chosen because icing is likely to occur in the lower altitude part of the flight

envelope where aircraft mainly operate during climb, descend and holding. For example, the well known accident of

American Eagle flight 4184 near Roselawn, Indiana, was caused by a severe icing encounter during holding at 10,000 ft

altitude [3].

Figure 3 illustrates the Phenom300’s change of thrust-to-weight ratio and specific excess power versus indicated

airspeed (base aircraft and two ice configurations).Note, that the distinct information about the flight performance is

proprietary. It becomes clearly visible that the aerodynamic degradation yields the expectable limitation of the aircraft’s

operational envelope. The required thrust-to-weight ratio in Fig. 3a significantly increases for indicated airspeeds (IAS)

above 200 kt in both ice cases. Because of the well comparable identified increase in zero-lift drag for run-back and

leading-edge ice the maximum achievable airspeed is very similar for the different ice cases and also far below the base

aircraft’s limitation∗. The icing-induced premature stall behavior, particularly in case of leading-edge ice (see Fig. 1)

and the corresponding drag increase cause also a restriction of the minimum airspeed, which could be theoretically

achieved in steady flight with the available engine thrust. But the icing-induced stall speed increase found in this analysis

does not affect the normal operational envelope of the aircraft, because the aircraft is normally operated at indicated

airspeeds above 150 kt with flaps retracted. In the medium speed range, the TWRreq-increase leads to a noticeable

reduction of SEP in Fig. 3b, which is in accordance with the expectations from literature [4, 21, 39, 40] and reported

occurrences in the past [2, 22, 23, 41].

Similar results are obtained from the evaluation of the VFW614 ATTAS simulation model under icing influence.

Figure 4 contains TWRreq and SEP versus indicated airspeed for the different ice cases. The continuous aerodynamic

degradation for the increasing time of ice accumulation in Fig. 2 propagates to TWRreq and SEP. The lower zero-lift

drag increase (compared to the degradation given in Fig. 1) results in a lower maximum speed reduction for steady
∗Note that the base aircraft model is not identified for high Mach numbers and therefore does not sufficiently describe the aircraft’s characteristics

at very high speeds. In consequence, the shown maximum achievable indicated airspeed in Fig. 3 is likely to be overpredicted. Nevertheless, this does
not affect the conclusions made from the provided results.
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Fig. 3 Limited flight performance under icing conditions on the example of required thrust-to-weight ratio
and specific excess power: results for base aircraft and two different ice cases at identical altitude and aircraft
mass; Phenom300.

flight and remaining climb capabilities for both ice conditions. The lift reduction and large increase of drag for medium

angles of attack leads to the limitation of minimum achievable speeds for steady flight in Fig. 4a. The specific excess

power at low airspeeds (below 175 kt IAS) is significantly restricted for leading-edge ice, especially for the 20minute

ice shape, which limits the aircraft’s operational envelope.
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Fig. 4 Illustration of limited flight performance under icing conditions on the example of thrust-to-weight ratio
and specific excess power: results for base aircraft and two different ice cases at identical altitude and aircraft
mass; VFW614 ATTAS.

All in all, these results regarding the aircraft flight performance under icing influence meet the general expectations

concerning the aircraft degradation. The homogeneous degrading effect of ice becomes clearly visible, but Figs. 3 and 4

also reveal for the ice shapes tested that the performance seems more sensitive to leading-edge ice than run-back ice.

These results are not surprising and well known, since pilots and engineers are familiar with the phenomena of icing for

decades. But nevertheless, the results are important from different points of view:

1) Due to the homogeneous and reliable model behavior concerning the flight performance degradation (in

accordance with the results of previous studies, e.g., Refs. [4, 39, 40]), the confidence in a correct model
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formulation and implementation is strengthened.

2) The different forms of ice shapes on distinct aircraft cause homogeneous degradations of the aircraft flight

performance. Therefore, the attempt to develop an ice detection methodology based on these changes as given in

Ref. [34] seems reasonable.

3) The results allow to draw good assumptions of the expectable degradation in general, although these are only an

exemplary part of the complete performance evaluation for the aircraft operational envelope. Nevertheless, an

evaluation of flight performance changes due to icing effects does only make sense in the lower altitude part of

the envelope (below approx. 20,000 ft), where icing conditions normally occur.

IV. Ice-Induced Changes in Flight Dynamics
The aerodynamic degradation caused by wing ice is assumed to have an influence on the aircraft’s dynamic behavior.

But the distinct effects on longitudinal and especially lateral motion are dependent on the magnitude of degradation and

the location of the corresponding ice shape. To compare icing-induced changes of a certain ice configuration to another

and to the basic aircraft it is suitable to analyze the characteristics of the dynamic modes. Therefore, the eigenvalues of

the linearized system for a steady state trim condition are evaluated.

As an example, both aircraft models (without and with icing influence) are trimmed at 10,000 ft for two different

indicated airspeeds: 175 kt and 235 kt. The airspeeds were chosen because they represent a relatively low speed case for

the given altitude and correspond to a holding case which led to fatal accidents in the past (e.g., Ref. [3]). Furthermore,

the intention of this study is not to evaluate the worst case scenario – very low speed and premature stall due to icing –

which has to be avoided in any case, but to analyze a flight condition more common in daily operations which might be

more relevant for pilots. The aircraft weight and balance configurations are set to values given in Section III.

Figure 5 illustrates the changes of roots in the complex plane for the Phenom300 with run-back and leading-edge

ice. Note, that the distinct numbers of the roots’ locations as well as the trim conditions are proprietary. The results

show in general that the qualitative influences of the ice shapes are independent of the airspeed (and altitude). For

the investigated ice configurations only a slight influence on the short period characteristics is noticeable. The model

identification [17] did also not reveal a strong icing effect on the aircraft’s overall pitching characteristics. In contrast,

the phugoid mode is significantly affected by each ice configuration in a well comparable manner. The lower right

zoom-plot in Fig. 5 shows that the phugoid roots of the ice configurations move away from the base aircraft’s root: the

significant drag increase changes the aircraft’s lift-to-drag ratio and therefore the phugoid characteristics.

The Dutch roll becomes better damped for both ice cases which can be attributed to the local drag increase on the

wing and the consequent increase of yaw damping. Moreover, the rolling mode root moves away from the origin due

to a higher aerodynamic damping. This increase is larger for run-back ice than for the leading-edge case and can be

explained by the slightly different changes in lift characteristics for these two ice shapes. The ice cases reveal an increase
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Fig. 5 Ice-induced changes of aircraft dynamics: exemplary locations of roots in complex plane for the
Phenom300 model with and without icing.

of lift curve slope at distinct angles of attack – compared to the base aircraft (see Fig. 1) – which results in an increase of

roll damping for a given local angle of attack change. Furthermore, both ice shape configurations cause the aircraft’s

spiral mode to stabilize (see upper-right zoom-plot in Fig. 5). The spiral mode is stable [42] if

#A !V − #V!A > 0. (3)

In the present case of ice analysis the yaw damping #A is increased due to the local drag increase on the wing. Moreover,

the dihedral effect !V is enhanced due to the reduced sensitivity of the aircraft’s local lift to a local angle of attack

change which consequently results in a reduced rolling moment/motion.

The evaluation of the ATTAS’ dynamic modes reveals a different picture of the ice-induced changes. Figure 6

contains the root locations in the complex plane for the example flight point in 10,000 ft. The corresponding trim

conditions are given in Table 1. As a consequence of the lift degradation (see Fig. 2) the necessary angle of attack to

obtain a horizontal steady-state flight is increased with the icing severity. The increase of ice accumulation time between

the different leading-edge ice shapes leads to a homogeneous change of dynamic mode characteristics from base aircraft

over the 10minute case to the 20minute configuration. This further ensures the confidence in the model concerning

a reliable implementation of the ice degradation. The drag increase causes a higher damping of the phugoid mode,

whereas the short period’s damping and natural frequency are reduced with growing leading-edge ice accumulation.

Moreover, only a minor influence of both ice shapes on the Dutch roll is found. The combination of local wing lift

and drag changes results in new roll and yaw characteristics which seem to cancel each other. The root of the rolling

mode moves under icing influence towards the origin, indicating a reduced aerodynamic damping of the rolling motion,

which is a direct result of the ice-induced decrease of the local wing lift curve slope (in accordance with the change of
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Fig. 6 Ice-induced changes of aircraft dynamics: exemplary locations of roots in complex plane for VFW614
ATTAS model with and without icing.

the complete aircraft aerodynamic characteristics in Fig. 2). The spiral mode is significantly destabilized under the

influence of leading-edge ice. Particularly the 20minute ice shape causes a significant change of the corresponding root

location on the right side of the complex plane. The spiral mode stability criterion in Equation (3) indicates that the

mode’s stability is directly affected by the aircraft’s roll-yaw coupling, which in turn is a result of the local icing-induced

aerodynamic degradation (lift/drag). As mentioned before, the ice shapes show a strong influence on the ATTAS roll

characteristics and therefore also destabilize the spiral mode.

Table 1 Trim conditions for horizontal steady-state flight with different ice shapes; VFW614 ATTAS.

Airspeed
Angle of Attack

base
10minute 20minute

leading-edge ice leading-edge ice

175 kt IAS 5.76 deg 6.51 deg 7.41 deg
235 kt IAS 2.61 deg 2.94 deg 3.28 deg

A. Comparison of Changes

The investigated cases show different results concerning the icing influence on the aircraft flight dynamics but similar

results for both airspeeds. Table 2 contains a comparison of the change of several aircraft characteristics. Only the

phugoid, represented through its damping ZPH, shows a well comparable behavior under the different icing influences for

both aircraft. The corresponding strong damping increase is a direct result of the additional drag respectively reduced

lift-to-drag ratio. The effect on the short-period damping ZSP is different for both aircraft and the change of natural

frequency l0,SP does also not show homogeneous results: the effect for the leading-edge ice case on the Phenom300

differs from the other changes in l0,SP.
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Table 2 Comparison of relative change of aircraft dynamic motion: Phenom300 and VFW614 ATTAS results
for different ice configurations (⇑ strong increase, ↑ increase, ↓ decrease); no detectable influence of airspeed on
the results.

dynamic mode
Phenom300 VFW614 ATTAS

run-back ice leading-edge ice
10minute 20minute

leading-edge ice leading-edge ice

phugoid ZPH ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑

short period
ZSP ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓
l0,SP ↓ ↑ ↓ ↓

Dutch roll
ZDR ⇑ ⇑ ↓ ↓
l0,DR ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑

rolling motion )RO ↓ ↓ ⇑ ⇑
spiral motion stabilized destabilized

Moreover, the change of Dutch roll characteristics is completely different for the Phenom300 and the VFW614

ATTAS. The damping ZDR of this mode is significantly increased for both investigated ice shapes on the Phenom300,

whereas it is decreased in case of the VFW614 ATTAS. The corresponding natural frequencies l0,DR are increased

except for the Phenom300’s run-back ice case, for which a slight decrease was found. The roll mode characteristics

change differently for both aircraft due to the distinct aerodynamic degradation (as discussed above). Moreover, the

specific influence of aerodynamic degradation on the aircraft dynamics becomes also visible in the spiral mode change,

which is stabilized for the Phenom300 under icing influence and destabilized for the VFW614 ATTAS.

All in all, the evaluation results reveal that the icing-induced changes of aircraft dynamics strongly depend on the

distinct aerodynamic degradation and the base aircraft’s characteristics itself. Therefore, it is not possible to formulate a

generally valid statement about the change of aircraft dynamics under icing influence herein. Hence, it could also not be

verified that existing methods to detect icing based on a changed aircraft dynamic behavior (e.g., [27, 29, 43, 44]) could

be reliably used.

B. Influence on Handling Qualities

The change of aircraft dynamics under icing influence could lead to an alteration of handling qualities. Several

numerical criteria given in “MIL-STD-1797A” [45] are directly based on the aircraft’s mode characteristics (damping,

natural frequency, time constant). Therefore, the evaluation of these criteria delivers a first but limited impression of the

icing influence on handling qualities focusing only on open-loop aircraft control. Both aircraft can be categorized as

class II (light or medium transport) and the handling qualities are evaluated for category B and C operations. This

handling qualities evaluation is done for an airspeed of 175 kt at 10,000 ft altitude.

The evaluation reveals that the ice-induced changes of aircraft aerodynamics do not worsen or significantly affect
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both aircraft’s handling qualities. One has to keep in mind that the evaluation was intentionally done for flight conditions

without significant flow separation, which could lead to a deterioration of handling qualities. But again, the analysis’

purpose was to investigate a case similar to normal operational flight conditions. Table 3 provides an overview of the

resulting handling qualities assessment based on the analyzed numerical criteria for the eigenvalues of the linearized

dynamic system. In detail:

The damping of the Phenom 300’s phugoid mode is increased for both icing conditions due to the higher drag: level

1 handling qualities are not affected. The short-period damping shows no significant change under ice influence and

consequently the level 1 rating persists. The increased damping of the Dutch roll for each ice case (with the natural

frequency remaining nearly constant) results in level 1 handling qualities and even enlarges the distance to the level 2

boundary. Because of ice showing only a minor influence on the rolling motion, the handling qualities criterion based

on the time constant )RO does not encounter any significant changes. One major effect on the dynamic motion of the

Phenom300 is the stabilized spiral motion. Therefore the corresponding handling qualities criterion based on the time

to double is not applied and the assessment results in level 1.

Partly similar results are obtained for the handling qualities assessment of the VFW614 ATTAS with different

ice shapes. Except for the ATTAS’ spiral mode with 20minute leading-edge ice, the level 1 handling qualities are

maintained. The phugoid, short-period and Dutch roll modes are varied only slightly, which results in handling qualities

well comparable to the base aircraft. The change of roll characteristics with growing ice shapes does not affect the level

1 rating, but the assessment moves towards level 2. The resulting destabilizing effect of wing ice on the spiral mode

slightly worsens the handling qualities: for the 10minute leading-edge ice level 1 ratings could still be achieved but the

20minute ice shape leads to a level 2 assessment.

Table 3 Comparison of handling qualities based on numerical criteria (class II, categories B&C) for one
example flight condition (175 kt IAS, 10,000 ft altitude): results of Phenom300 and VFW614 ATTAS with
different ice configurations; base aircraft are Level 1 for all criteria.

numerical criterion
Phenom300 VFW614 ATTAS

run-back ice leading-edge ice
10minute 20minute

leading-edge ice leading-edge ice

phugoid damping Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1

short period damping Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1

Dutch roll damping
Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1

natural frequency

rolling motion time constant Level 1 Level 1 Level 1 Level 1

spiral motion time to double (Level 1) (Level 1) Level 1 Level 2
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V. Conclusion
The influence of icing on aircraft characteristics was analyzed. An evaluation of the variation of aircraft performance

and dynamics was conducted based on simulationmodels for two different aircraft types and two distinct ice configurations

in each case. A homogeneous icing-induced degradation of flight performance parameters was found, whereas the

changes of flight dynamics are case-dependent. Within this work no general conclusions on the effects on aircraft

dynamics can be drawn for the following reasons: the number of combinations of aircraft and distinct ice configurations is

limited in this study and the results are inconclusive; the changes of the aircraft’s dynamic modes are a direct, reasonable

effect of the change of local aircraft aerodynamics which is different for different ice configurations. Therefore, it is not

clear if any general conclusions on the change aircraft dynamics could be made at all. These results are in contrast but

also complementary to existing work, which showed different results based on different ice cases for different aircraft or

certain model assumptions. Nevertheless, the icing-related strong increase of drag and its further consequences could be

found in aircraft performance and dynamic characteristics. Moreover, the exemplary evaluation of numerical handling

qualities changes for the investigated flight conditions did not show any significant deterioration.

The high-quality simulation models used for this evaluation are contributing to the general understanding of the

icing influence on aircraft characteristics. Nevertheless, further information containing distinct ice configurations on

different aircraft would be beneficial for future work.
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